Abstract-A Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequence is uncorrelated with a non-zero cyclically shifted version of itself. However, this alone is insufficient to mitigate inter-code interference in LTE initial uplink synchronization. The performance of the state-of-the-art algorithms vary widely depending on the specific ZC sequences employed. We develop a systematic procedure to choose the ZC sequences that yield the optimum performance. It turns out that the procedure for ZC code selection in LTE standard is suboptimal when the carrier frequency offset is not small.
I. INTRODUCTION
L TE employs orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) [1] to mitigate multi-user interference. It requires the uplink signals originating from the user equipments (UEs) to be aligned with the local time and frequency references upon their arrival at the eNodeB. To ensure this all UEs wanting to set up new connections with eNodeB must go through an initial uplink synchronization (IUS) procedure. It is a random access (RA) process which starts with the allocation of a pre-defined set of subcarriers called Physical Random Access Channel (PRACH) in some pre-specified time slots known as a "RA opportunity" [1] . The downlink synchronized UEs willing to commence communication, referred to as the random access terminals (RTs), use this opportunity by transmitting a randomly selected ZC code from a pre-specified codebook via the PRACH. Depending on the locations of the RTs within the radio coverage area, their signals arrive at the eNodeB with different time delays. The eNodeB must detect the transmitted RA codes, and extract the timing and channel power information for each detected code. In this paper we develop systematic procedures of designing ZC codebooks to maximize the detection and estimation performance.
To illustrate the need of our analysis consider a typical LTE system with RA preamble format zero [1, codes {ĉ }G =1 are available for contention based random access purpose 1 which are ZC sequences of length M. The u-th root ZC sequence Z u is given element-wise as [4] , [5] 
where M = {0, 1, . . . , M − 1}, and u is chosen from [1, Table 5 .7. [2] [3] [4] . The (k + 1)-th element ofĉ +1 is given byĉ
Here ( mod M) := − M · /M , with r denoting the largest integer less than or equal to r . The value of n cs is chosen from the set Q = {0, 13, 15, 18, 22, 26, 32, 38, 46, 59, 76, 93, 119, 167, 279 , 419}, (see [1, ). Given u, the codes are generated sequentially by varying = 0, 1, · · · M/n cs − 1 [2] . For more than M/n cs RA codes we need multiple roots.
We simulate K = 3 active RTs with low CFO. The RTs have 75 channel taps which follow the model detailed in Section-VI. Table-I shows the user detection performances of two state of the art IUS algorithms for two different cell radii: r = 2.2 km and r = 3.2 km, as functions of n cs . Although we can pick any n cs from Q , results in Table-I reveal that the probability P s of successful code detection vary widely with n cs . When r = 2.1 km, P s is uniformly poor for both methods for n cs ≤ 15. In contrast, P s for both SMUD [6] and SRMD [7] are above 0.9 for n cs ≥ 18. For r = 3.2 km we need n cs ≥ 26 for good results. This clearly demonstrates the importance of choosing n cs on the performance of algorithms.
To the best of our knowledge, so far, there is no systematic study in the literature addressing the issue. Different IUS algorithms are documented in [6] - [10] . The RA procedure proposed in [3] transmits control and data information in the same "access" slot. Different RA frame formats are proposed in [11] . A training-aided ZC sequence design procedure has been proposed in [12] for the frequency synchronization problem addressing estimation and compensation of CFO between a transmitter and a receiver. The effect of CFO on the autocorrelation property of the ZC sequences has been addressed in [13] and [14] . A closed-form expression of the autocorrelation between two cyclically shifted ZC sequences in presence of frequency offset has been developed in [14] . The ZC sequence design for the timing synchronization problem has been addressed in [12] , [15] , and [16] . The timing synchronization deals with the estimation of timing offset which arises due to the random propagation delay between eNodeB and user [12] . In other direction such as random convolution [17] , the ZC sequences are also used to design circulant sensing matrices. The IUS problem is different, and somewhat more difficult from the frequency and timing synchronization problems. The effects of multiple-access interference (MAI) and unknown multipath channel impulse responses of RTs make the ZC sequence design problem challenging.
We show that the signal received in PRACH is a linear combination of few columns of a known matrix. We show that at low CFO environment the data model allows us to pose the IUS parameter estimation as a sparse signal representation problem on an overcomplete basis [18] , [19] . We then apply the compressive sensing theory 2 to recognize a factor called "matrix coherence" that controls the RA code detection performance. We show that the matrix coherence of the underlying IUS problem depends on the code matrix. We suggest a code matrix design procedure. We then analyze the effect of CFO on the RA code design procedure. We show that the LTE standard based RA code generation procedure is not appropriate in larger CFO environment. Then, we propose a new RA code generation procedure to overcome the difficulty.
II. SIGNAL MODEL

A. Single RT
Consider an OFDMA LTE system with N samples N p cyclic prefix samples, and M adjacent PRACH subcarriers [1] . The codebook consists of G codes. At an RA opportunity an RT, say T, picks an integer uniformly at random from {1, 2, . . . , G}, and transmitsĉ . Since LTE uplink uses single carrier frequency division multiple access (SC-FDMA). The transmitter calculates the M point discrete Fourier transform (DFT) c ofĉ , and modulates the PRACH subcarriers with the components of c . As M is always a prime number in LTE, according to [20] , [21] ,
with,Z
where u + is such that (uu + ) mod M = 1. Using c the RT generates N + N p + N g time domain channel symbols [1] , where N g is number of guard symbols. The guard symbols prevent the random access preamble from overlapping with the following subframe at the eNodeB receiver. The value of N g determines the maximum allowable cell radius. We denote these N + N p + N g channel symbols by
. To construct the channel symbols first calculate
where j m is the index of m-th PRACH subcarrier, and I := {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}. We get w from s as
Suppose h( p), p ∈ {0, 2, · · · P − 1} are the uplink channel impulse response (CIP) coefficients between the transmitter T and eNodeB where P < N p is the channel length. Discarding the cyclic prefix and the guard symbols, let {v(k)} N−1 k=0 be the contribution of T in the symbols received by the eNodeB during the RA opportunity. These are delayed and convoluted version of the transmitted symbols. For k ∈ I ,
where delay d depends on the distance between T and eNodeB, and is the CFO (normalized by subcarrier spacing f ). It is convenient to write above as
where K, ∈ C N×N andh ∈ C N are defined as
Here 0 1×d is a d-vector with all zeros, (.) denotes transpose, diag(.) is a diagonal matrix, [ ] k,m is the element of at its k-th row and m-th column. Let F be the N × N DFT matrix:
Fromṽ the eNodeB calculates
where is an M × N row selector matrix such that m-th row of is the j m -th row of the N × N identity matrix. Note that equation (5) is compactly given in matrix form as
where (·) * denotes complex conjugate transpose. Since FF * = I, we have Fs = c where I is the identity matrix. Thus by circulant structure of [22] 
because the m-th row of is the j m -th row of the N × N identity matrix. Using F * F = I, (3) , and (12) in (10) we get
In Appendix A we show Q is a circulant matrix, and provide its expression in terms of . In particular, we note that
where
The nonzero components ofh are concentrated in the rows with indices in the set {d (9) . Let P max be the maximum value of P, and D be the maximum value of d. Denote
Thus, all rows ofh with indices larger than N 1 are zeros. We can truncateh to an N 1 dimensional vector and rewrite (13) as
where,Ẽ
F (:,1:N 1 ) denotes the submatrix of F formed by taking its first N 1 columns andh (1:N 1 ) denotes the sub-vector ofh consisting of its first N 1 components. Note that E is known to the eNodeB for any . But, h is unknown. In fact, eNodeB knows neither d, nor , nor .
B. Multiple RTs
For multiple RTs multiple codes are sent. We assume that the number of UEs transmitting a particular code is at most one. This assumption is justified because: (i) Different scheduling approaches in 3GPP ensure this [1] , (ii) G is much larger than the number of RTs. Nevertheless, the proposed formulation can be extended easily when the assumption does not hold (see [23, Sec.-II-B]). Hence under the assumption almost surely the received data y is of the form
where e denotes noise, and h denotes the channel impulse response (see (15) ) contributions of RT sending c . In particular h = 0 if no RT sends c . Similarly Q is the CFO contribution of the RT sending c , and is irrelevant if no RT sends c . The aim of an IUS algorithm is detecting the code indices of active users, their timing offsets i.e., {d } and channel power. For simplicity of notation in (16), we consider single-root case now. Later we generalize to multiple roots.
III. THE ROLE OF MUTUAL COHERENCE
A. IUS as Sparse Recovery Problem
In this section, we consider the standard case where CFO is negligible compared to the subcarrier frequency spacing [6] , [9] . In that case K ≈ I, see below (8) . Since = I, and F * F = I, it follows from (13) that Q ≈ I for all . Hence, (16) reduces to
E being known for any , A is known. Typically the number of RTs is much smaller than the number of codes G. Hence h = 0 for a vast majority of the values ∈ {1, 2, . . . , G}.
Even if h = 0 for some , most components of that h have very small magnitude, hence it is sparse [6] - [8] . This makes x very sparse. Solving x from y is a sparse recovery problem. See [24] for a sparse recovery approach to the IUS problem.
B. Mutual Coherence
IUS code detection being a sparse recovery problem, the related theory suggests that detection performance depends on (i) restricted isometry property (RIP) of A [25] , [26] and/or, (ii) mutual coherence [27] , [28] of A. Evaluating RIP of a matrix is a computationally hard in general [29] . The "mutual coherence" μ(A) of A, defined as [27] 
with [A] (:,i) denoting the i th column of A, is the maximum absolute value of the cross-correlation coefficient between any two columns of A. When μ(A) is small, the columns of A look different from each other. Thereby, it increases the ability of sparse recovery algorithms to correctly identify the true representation of a signal. See [27] and [28] for the theory.
C. Role of μ(A) in Existing IUS Algorithms
In this section we illustrate the relevance of minimizing μ(A) for the class of successive interference cancellation (SIC) algorithms [6] - [8] . These algorithms are popular due to low complexity.
D. SMUD Algorithm
We summarize successive multiuser detection (SMUD) method [6] in Table-II. In Step-2, the algorithm selects a code index ∈ {1, 2, · · · G}.
Step-3 computes the correlation of every column ofẼ to a residual r. It then constructs the set I by selecting the column indices ofẼ whose correlation values [6] are larger than a threshold κ. In Step-5, the selected column indices are concatenated with set T and the selected columns ofẼ are concatenated to the matrix B.
Step-7 updates the residual r by projecting y onto the null space of B.
Step-8, decides c is active if T = ∅.
E. SRMD Algorithm
The successive ranging multiuser detection (SRMD) [7] employs a sliding window technique. Except Step-3, SRMD follows similar steps of Table-II. SRMD computes Step-3 as
We investigate the role played by μ(A) on SMUD and SRMD via a simple example, where for any two matrices B = D, we extend the definition of mutual coherence in (18) :
which is the "block coherence" of B and D. Using the definitions in (18) and (19), it can be verified that 
In
Step-3 of SMUD algorithm with = 1, n = 5 and r = y, by the reverse triangular inequality, we get
where in the last inequality we use (19) and that the length of every column ofẼ is ,5) | > κ then SMUD successfully detects RT-1. The probability can be increased by decreasing max =mμ (Ẽ m ,Ẽ ). We would reach the same conclusion for RT-2 by considering = 2, n = 7 and r = y in SMUD Step-3. While detecting the active codes, we like to ensure that false-detection probability is small. Set ∈ {1, 2} and r = y in SMUD Step-3. Using triangular inequality we get
Step-3 of SMUD will select the n-th column ofẼ 1 if
Step-5 will update T for = 1 and hence Step-8 will declare = 1 as active code. This will be a correct code detection indeed. But n = 5, resulting an incorrect timing offset estimate for RT1. The probability of this error can be reduced my making both μ(Ẽ 1 ) and max =mμ (Ẽ m ,Ẽ ) small. Thus
• The value of block coherence affects both user detection and timing offset estimation performance.
• The value of μ(Ẽ 1 ) affects the timing offset estimation performance. By (20) we see the importance of making μ(A) small.
IV. ZADOFF-CHU SEQUENCE SELECTION FOR SMALL CFO
Next we present some results which form the basis of our ZC code design procedure. We start with single root case.
A. Single Root Case
The following result is not only applicable when the RA codebook is based on a single ZC root, but also is useful for codebooks with multiple roots. Define
Theorem 1: IfẼ = diag(Z u )P F (:,1:N 1 ) , then μ(Ẽ ) = S(1) for all . In addition, if , m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , G}, and
In general, if n cs ≤ M G for some n cs satisfying
where B is a monotonically decreasing function over 0.25(M − 1) −1 ≤ ζ(n cs )/N ≤ 0.5:
Proof: See Appendix B.
Since μ(Ẽ m ) = S(1), ∀m, the value of μ([Ẽ 1 · · ·Ẽ G ]) can never be below S(1). This bound is achieved if we take n cs ≥ M N 1 /N (see (24) 
is at its minimum possible value S(1), while we maximize G. If we are willing to work with a smaller G then we may employ a somewhat larger n cs which results in lower block coherence valuesμ(Ẽ m ,Ẽ ), = m. This process of decreasing block coherence by increasing n cs , in expense of having less G results some performance improvement. However, making n cs significantly larger than M N 1 /N is not very effective. Equation (27) shows that for large n cs the value of block coherence decreases slowly with increasing n cs . We will demonstrate this using numerical simulations.
B. Multiple Root Case
LetḠ be the number of codes needed. If G obtained above is smaller thanḠ, we must use v = Ḡ /G roots. Denote 
Choosing n cs and G as above ensures μ(B u ) = S (1) 
It can be verified via direct calculations using (37) that
, the above expression can be simplified to Remark 1: Given a fixed integer q and odd prime M the sequence e i2πqn 2 /M , n = 0, 1, · · · M −1 is known as the FrankZadoff-Chu (FZC) sequence [4] , [5] , [30] .
Therefore, if C1-C3 holds thenμ(
In LTE system C1 of the Lemma-1 holds. We can fulfill C2 by appropriately choosing {u k } v k=1 . However, C3 may not hold for all k, p ∈ {1, 2, · · · N 1 }. Nevertheless, for a typical LTE system 1/ √ M S(1), and finding U such that
is not hard. Thus, we choose the roots
for which a sufficient condition is (30 
V. EFFECT OF CFO ON ZC SEQUENCE DESIGN
If the CFO is not negligible we need to modify the above strategy of ZC sequence selection. For simplicity we assume all the codes share the same root. The generalization for multiple roots is straightforward. Let the CFO for the code c is . Write H in (16) as H = iπ(1 − 1/N)I + H, where
where we absorb the O( 2 ) term in e. Doing so is reasonable because the practical values of | | is below 0.5. Given (32), one may first detect and estimateh , which being a scaled version of h does not alter the user detection problem. To apply the detection process efficiently, we select the ZC sequences such that μ(A) = S(1) and at the same time we suppress the effect of the terms HẼ h . We extend Example 1 to justify this approach. 
In Step-3 of SMUD algorithm with ∈ {1, 2} and r = y, by the triangular inequality, we get with r, k ∈ {1, 2, · · · N 1 }. As before, the probability of false detection can be reduced by making the magnitudes of max =mμ (Ẽ m ,Ẽ ) and the last term small.
The ZC code selection procedure proposed above ensures max =mμ (Ẽ m ,Ẽ ) is small. Now we present a way to makẽ
small, where r, k ∈ {1, 2, · · · N 1 } and m, ∈ {1, 2, · · · G}. Note thatμ is monotonic in G. We select G to keepμ below a desired threshold ξ . Our method consists of the following steps: (i) Using (26) and (27) select the smallest n cs and largest
GenerateǦ number of ZC sequences by using the u. (v) If more roots are needed then increase u = u +1 and repeat steps (iii)-(v) until the desired number of codes are generated. Since the value of block coherence for multiple roots remains close to
(see Lemma-1), we recommend to set ξ = υ/ √ M where υ ≥ 1. We set υ = 10 in our simulations.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
The LTE parameters used in simulations are given in Table- III. RTs being located at different locations, their signals arrive at the eNodeB with different power levels. We simulate this by letting the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of each RT independent and uniformly distributed in [0, 15] dB. The SNR for -th RT is defined as SNR=20 log 10 ( v 2 / e 2 ) where v is the received signal at eNodeB from the RT (see (15) ) and e is the noise contribution in (16) . At each simulation run the mobile speed s varies in the interval [0, 25] m/s with uniform distribution. The wireless channels are modeled according to Extended Pedestrian A model (EPA) [31] if s ≤ 5 m/s and Extended Vehicular A model (EVA) whenever s > 5 m/s. The set of active RA code indices at a particular random access opportunity is denoted by L, whileL denotes be the set of code indices detected. The probability that L =L, denoted by P s , is used as the detection performance measure. In general, we evaluate performance of the proposed method by generating RA codes using the LTE unrestricted set standard [1, Sec. 5.7.2] . However, the proposed method is also applicable for LTE restricted set standards (see [1, .2]). The simulation results obtained by applying SMUD on the unrestricted and restricted set RA codes will be denoted by 'SMUD: unres' and 'SMUD: res' respectively. As before, the maximum number of channel taps for any RT is 75. Hence the value of N 1 (see eq. (15)) equals to 506 and 731 for wireless cell radius r 1 = 2.1 km and r 2 = 3.2 km respectively. The results are based on 500 independent Monte-Carlo simulations.
A. Performance Evaluation at Low CFO
The value of CFO of every RT is uniformly distributed in [−0.015, 0.015]. Here we validate the following results: 1) T1: For a given cell radius, the discussion in Section-III-B suggests to choose n cs to minimise μ(A). By (24) , the smallest n cs in Q (defined below (1)) that minimize μ(A) are 18 and 26 for N 1 equal to 506 and 731 respectively.
2) T2: The analysis around Theorem-1 shows that we can enhance the user detection performance by increasing n cs because a larger n cs yields smaller block coherence value.
Figure-1 plots the RMSE of IUS parameters for different values of n cs . As can be seen in Figure-1(a) , for a cell radius r = 2.1 km the values of P s of all algorithms are very low for n cs ≤ 15. The value of P s is above 0.86 for all algorithms when n cs ≥ 18. Then P s increases slowly as n cs increases from 18. Figure-1(b) shows a similar result for r = 3.2 km. Figure-1(c) shows the timing offset estimation results for r = 2.1 km. The performance of the algorithms for all settings are affected by the choice of n cs . The RMSE of 'SMUD:unres' with K = 10 is high compared to other settings, and is less affected by n cs . The RMSE for restricted RA codes depends similarly on n cs . The RMSE of power estimation results are shown in Figure-1(e-f) . Note that the accuracy can be controlled by choosing suitable value of n cs .
B. Performance Evaluation at Larger CFO
The value of CFO for every user is drawn from a normal distribution with mean h·τ and variance 10 −4 , where the sign h takes values in {+1, −1} with equal probability. Figure-2 compares the code detection performance of different algorithms when the code matrices are designed by using our proposed method (see Section-V), LTE unrestricted set standards and LTE restricted set standards. The results of applying SMUD on the proposed code matrix is denoted by 'SMUD: proposed'. We generate the codes with n cs = 32. In Figure-2 (a) for r = 2.1 km the detection performance using proposed code matrices is siginificantly better than other code matrices. The P s value of 'SRMD: unres' drops below 0.55 when τ ≥ 0.15. The P s value of 'SRMD: proposed' and 'SRMD: res' are 0.86 and 0.126 respectively for τ = 0.5. Similar results for r = 3.2 is shown in Figure -2(b) , where the code detection performance for restricted and unrestricted codes deteriorates quickly with increasing τ .
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we study the dependency of performance of some state-of-the-art initial uplink synchronization algorithms on the random access (RA) code matrix which has been generated from the Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequences. We observe that the algorithms can not perform equally for all ZC sequences. We apply the theory of compressive sensing to identify the efficient ZC sequences. Theorem-1 and Section-III provide guideline to choose the efficient ZC sequences at low CFO environment. However, this ZC sequence design method needs modification at larger CFO. Section-V gives a detailed analysis of ZC design procedure at larger CFO environment. The empirical results show that if we design the code matrix by using the proposed method then it increases the performance of state of the art IUS algorithms.
APPENDIX
A. Expression for Q
Since K in (9) is diagonal we know FKF * is a circulant matrix, i.e.
where r k is a function of , and is given by
For k = 0 above reduces to
using the formula for the Taylor series expansion. For k = 0 By the construction of P below (13), (23) 
